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N e w s l e t t e r
WELCOME!  

 This is a photograph I took of  a mosaic in the city of  Austin, TX, 
waaaaaaaay back in April. As writers, we pick up so much of  what is 
around us. And we need to. We don’t know when we’ll use any one of  the 
bits—a photo, a scribbled note, an artifact. Once again, you have sent your 
own pieces to weave a fine newsletter...and your editor is thankful you do! 
Good News, conference thoughts, articles... Peruse. Enjoy. Be inspired!

And of  course, write on….

A newsletter published by the Canada West Chapter of the 
Society for Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators. 
Information published in this newsletter does not 
constitute an endorsement by SCBWI and/or SCBWI-
Canada West. 

Copyright Notice: All articles contained herein are the 
property of the authors. Please do not reprint without 
permission. 
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Good News!
Eileen Cook
Used To Be, a bind up book containing my two 
novels, The Education of Hailey Kendrick and 
Getting Revenge on Lauren Wood, is now available 
at all book retailers and as an ebook. 
www.eileencook.com   

Joan Marie Galat
Pelican Publishing Company has scheduled 
The Discovery of Longitude by Joan Marie 
Galat, Illustrated by Wes Lowe, for a fall 2012 
release.                                                              
More than three hundred years ago, explorers 
wandered the seas using unreliable maps. What 
they really needed to know was the longitude 
of their locations. This nonfiction book for 
young readers tells the fascinating story of how 
carpenter John Harrison won the British 
government prize for building a clock that 
provided the necessary information.

Rebecca Kool is very excited to announce a 
re-launch of her first book, Fly Catcher Boy 
(Gumboot Books 2009), as an iBook for the 
iPad. By the time readers finish this dual-
language story, they will know over 45 Japanese 
words. The read-it-to-me page by page audio 
option, with sound effects, is great for pre-
reading learners. Each time a new Japanese 
word is introduced the feature provides an 
audio sample of how the word is pronounced 
and what it means. The manga-style 
illustrations bring this bilingual story alive. Fly 
Catcher Boy is a fun way to learn about Japanese 
language and culture! Available on the 
iBookstore. Fly Catcher Boy print edition is 
available on Amazon, with a printed glossary, 
plus access to the vocabulary audio available on 
www.rebeccakool.com.
Fly Catcher Boy, iBOOK for the iPAD http://
itunes.apple.com/ca/book/fly-catcher-boy/
id524738555?mt=11&uo=4
http://itunes.apple.com/ca/book/fly-catcher-
boy/id524738555?mt=11&uo=4

Suzanne de Montigny is pleased to announce the 
release of her first novel The Shadow of the Unicorn: 
The Legacy from Muse It Up Publishing this October. 
Will the unicorns survive the aftermath of the great 
asteroid that destroyed the dinosaurs, especially after the 
coming of the creatures-that-walk-on-two-legs?
 
www.suzannedemontigny.com

https://www.facebook.com/unicorngirl52?ref=hl

https://twitter.com/sfierymountain
                  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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WESTERN TALE SPINNER
Good News!            from Sheryl McFarlane
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WHAT THE FRESHMAN IS READING
by Nancy Vo

I am a recently minted, card-carrying member of SCBWI. And there is so much to learn! Aside 
from the treasure trove that is the internet, there are also the books that are currently in my 
reading pile. Three are about writing and two are about picture books. I like them all for different 
reasons. You may already have some of these titles on your shelves.

On Writing
These books on writing have insight and humour. What works is that they are less of a “how to” 
and more of a “let me tell you a story,” less pedagogy and more allegory.

How Fiction Works by James Wood, 2008
I initially borrowed my instructor’s book (thanks, Mike), then bought my own copy when it 
became apparent that I liked How Fiction Works enough to start marking all over its pages for my 
own notes and references. James Wood takes us on a thought provoking tour, examining the 
various elements of fiction in greater depth than would be gained in English lit classes. The 
extensive range in Wood’s references is commendable. He refers to the Bible, to picture books 
such as Make Way for Ducklings, to classics such as Flaubert’s Madame Bovary and Dostoevsky’s 
Notes $om Underground, and to recent works such as Atonement. Wood’s writing is also finely tuned 
—enjoyable to read just for the craft of his sentences. Take for example this passage on revealing 
less about a character:
 Nearly a& of Muriel Spark’s novels are fiercely composed and devoutly starved.  Her bri&iantly reduced style, of 
 ‘never apologize, never explain,’ seems a deliberate provocation: we feel compe&ed to turn the mere 
 crescents of her characters into solid discs. (p.113)               continued on next page...
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Wood cleverly leads us through the evolution of the modern novel—how it attempts to achieve literary 
realism, how it succeeds through dialogue and action rather than description, how dramatic irony teaches 
the reader to read its narrator. He then turns the premise on its head, cautioning that literary realism is yet 
another genre.
I finished this book, but could easily read it over again. For anyone writing fiction, this is an enlightening 
read.

The Mother Tongue – English and How It Got That Way by Bill Bryson, 1990
This book is on loan from friends (thanks, Clyde and Sue). I have only started, but can tell that I like the 
humour emerging from the pages already. The Mother Tongue is mostly about the quirks in the English 
language and, as the title says, how it got that way. Bryson points out that English is a language that is rich in 
vocabulary with a word count of 615,000 in the revised Oxford English Dictionary. Ironically, even with so 
many words at our disposal, he notes:

Any language where the unassuming word fly signifies an annoying insect, a means of travel, and a critical 
part of a gentleman’s apparel is clearly asking to be mangled. (p.11)

Think of this book as beach reading for writers. Or, like Norman Juster, you could turn these quirks into a 
successful book full of alliterations, puns, and misappropriated words, à la Phantom Tollbooth.

Eats, Shoots and Leaves – the Zero Tolerance Approach to Punctuation by Lynn Truss, 2003
Lynn Truss confesses to being a stickler for punctuation and goes on to demonstrate possible disastrous 
consequences of not using punctuation correctly. Hers is less of a “let me tell you a story” and more of a “let 
me rant for a bit.” That is meant in a nice way. I probably would not have picked up this book if she did not 
seem to care so much. Emphatically she says,

While we [sticklers] look in horror at a badly punctuated sign, the world carries on around us, blind to our 
plight.  We are like the little boy in The Sixth Sense who can see dead people, except that we can see dead 
punctuation. (p.3)

It is not all ranting, though. I did learn that I am clearly in the camp that favours the Oxford comma. That 
is, it is red, yellow, and blue.

On Picture Books
Both of the books shown are a 
fine way to learn more about 
the history and art of picture 
books.

Children’s Picturebooks by 
Martin Salisbury and Morag 
Styles, 2012
This is the newest book of the 
lot, published this year and 
reviewed in greater depth by 
Maria Popova in The Atlantic*.  

     continued on next page...
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Martin Salisbury and Morag Styles have teamed up to give us a survey of the world of Children’s Picturebooks, 
and they cover a lot of ground. There is a brief history of how picture books evolved. The roles of words and 
images are discussed, and best summed up in a reference to Randolph Caldecott:

Caldecott’s work heralds the beginning of the modern picture book. He devised an ingenious juxtaposition 
of picture and word, a counterpoint that never happened before. Words are le, out—but the picture says it. 
Pictures are le, out—but the word says it. In short, it is the invention of the picture book. (p.16)

The inclusion of books lesser known in North America is insightful because we learn that topics such as 
violence, sex, and death are dealt with in picture books from other countries. This book reveals how picture 
books, at their best, are “visual literature.”

Illustrating Children’s Books by Martin Salisbury, 2004
Whereas Children’s Picturebooks focuses on the role of picture books, I&ustrating Children’s Books delves into 
illustration. This is a good book for practical application and inspiration. One section describes the various 
media and techniques commonly favoured in illustration. Descriptions of paper surfaces and weights are 
also useful reference for those wanting to try a new medium.
Another satisfying aspect of this book is seeing the progress of an illustrator’s work from initial sketches to 
published spread. The case study for Alexis Deacon is a fine example. As the Director of the Centre for 
Children’s Book Studies at ARU Cambridge, Martin Salisbury has firsthand knowledge of these processes.
Salisbury emphasizes the commitment to always have a sketchbook on hand, to really learn to see in order 
to develop believable characters and places. The meat of the book is sandwiched by a brief section on 
history and a brief section on the publishing industry.
For an aspiring picture book illustrator, slightly doubtful that her art is suitable for children, I am hanging 
onto Salisbury’s advice to “banish any thought of drawing in a way that you perceive to be aimed at, or 
suitable for, children.” (p.21)

Happy reading, everyone.                                                                                      nvoitsadraw.blogspot.ca

*http://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2012/02/a-brief-history-of-childrens-picture-books-and-the-art-of-visual-storytelling/

253570/                          
  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

An Invitation to Read 
by Sheryl McFarlane

I am a book-nut. I admit it. But, in my defense, I’ve always loved sharing my books with family and friends. 
My predilection wasn’t a problem until I downsized from a large family home to a much smaller, cottage-
style house perfect for one. Before moving I found homes for hundreds of my beloved books and had 
diminutive bookshelves built to house my downsized collection. 
 It didn’t take long for my shelves to fill and then overflow. At first, I told myself that every time one 
book came in, another would have to leave, but even my best intentions did not prevent my bookshelves 
from groaning under the weight of too many books.  I weeded my collection down again by donating a box 
of books to a nearby Gulf Island library. 
                                                                                                          ...continued on next page...
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Next, I donated gently used books to my local women and children’s shelter. I dropped off others to the 
Children’s Literature Roundtable for their literacy programs and still more went to the Raise A Reader book 
sale. The piles of books were dwindling, but I still had too many. Then one day while I was out walking my 
dog in a nearby neighborhood, I came across a single bookshelf bolted to a power pole, with a half a dozen 
books on it. A sign stapled below the shelf said, Happy reading! This was my first encounter with mini-
neighborhood libraries. What a wonderful idea! 

While I browsed through the few books that lovely spring day, two boys sped by on their bikes. I thought it 
a shame that the mini-library had nothing for them. I walked away with a new book thinking, I’m going to do 
this!  But my library wi& be different. Mine wi& have kids books too!

I could hardly wait to open my own library. I found an inexpensive wooden bookshelf that I added doors to.  
I covered the opening with heavy clear plastic backed with chicken wire to keep my books dry. I painted and 
sealed my tiny library to keep out west coast rain. I thumbed through my collection and came up with a 
selection of board books, picture books, juvenile and young adult novels, a few magazines and some novels 
for adults. I added a sprinkling of non-fiction titles to round out the collection.  What a delight to be able to 
share some of my favorite books; Linda Baily’s Stanley’s Party, Kit Pearson’s Awake and Dreaming, Laurie Halse 
Anderson’s Speak, Doris Lessing’s The Golden Notebook. I managed to squeeze 54 books in my library.  And 
yes, I did include a few of my own titles. I painted an invitation on the side of my library, Read a Book 
Today, placed it in front of my house and with growing excitement, waited.  My first clients stopped within 
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an hour, a mom pushing a stroller, then a couple riding by on bikes. All took books away. I was thrilled.

My library has been up and running for a few months now. I’m guessing that I have a few regulars since the 
books seem to fly off the shelves and reappear four or five days later. I had hoped that my library would be 
well used, but I hadn’t anticipated just how much it would encourage neighborhood connections. People 
stop me on the street to say thank you and chat while others have left notes and thank you cards in my 
mailbox. One neighbor knocked on my door to ask if I had anything his thirteen-year-old son might enjoy. I 
sent him away with The Golden Compass, and a few days later I spotted his son browsing the books. Library 
users aren’t just borrowing books though; they’re also sharing some of their own.  I’m in the middle of 
Jeannette Walls’ Half Broke Horses, which appeared one day a few weeks back. Once I’ve finished it, it will go 
out into the library for someone else to enjoy.  

Mini libraries like mine are springing up all over the world. They aren’t difficult to build or run and the 
return on your investment is priceless; sharing a love of reading and building a stronger sense of community.  
Little Free Library is a nonprofit organization that offers tips, plans and a commitment to increasing little 
libraries around the globe. You can find them at http://www.littlefreelibrary.org/

   

    

http://www.littlefreelibrary.org/
http://www.littlefreelibrary.org/
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SCBWI LA 2012 By The Book 
A conference book report by Lois Peterson 

The presentations were great. The breakout sessions informative and motivating. The presenters informed, 
inspirational, humorous and insightful. The conference organization was top notch.

Often one of the many useful things I take away from such events is what I call ‘The Booklist’—titles 
referred to, promoted or mentioned in passing by presenting authors, editors, publishers and conference attendees. 
Some I head home to pull from my own bookshelf to read again, others I dash off to the library or bookstore to 
order for my own collections or just to read to see what all the fuss is about.

Here are just a few.
Hank Zipster by Henry Winkler with Lin Oliver
Conference MC (and SCBWI Executive Director) Lin Oliver is the consummate host for this event. Witty, 

warm, and welcoming, she manages the 1,200-strong conference crowd of attendees, presenters and panel 
participants with grace and charm. And she is a wonderful writer, often partnering with Henry Winkler (of ‘Happy 
Days’ fame - remember ‘Happy Days’?) in a number of series chapter books including Hank Zipster and the 
newly-launched Ghost Buddy series.

The Spiderwick Chronicles by Toni DiTerlizzi and Holly Black
Funny! During his keynote, DiTerlizzi cavorted across the stage as he recalled how he 

fell in love with books, animating his memories of what he was looking for as a young reader. Humour was a 
trademark of many of the presenters, and DiTerlizzi is a natural comic. But at the heart of his presentation was one 
comment that resonated with me: “Write the books that the child you were would have wanted and needed,” he 
told conference attendees. So taking his own advice DiTerlizzi created funny, inventive stories for the curious 
child he was–and all the kids who share those traits. 

Dan Gutman has obviously found an authentic voice that kids relate to. His keynote presentation, while 
not as natural and smooth as Toni Diterlizzi’s, touched on many important points about writing for boys using 
humour, slapstick and over-the-top situations, all of which are evident in his new series The Genius Files. (Within 
days of getting back to work I was asked for the My Weird School books, by this same author.)

When She Was Good by 
Norma Fox Mazer appeared on 
Arthur Levine’s list during his 
presentation on Timeless Classics, 
which provided lots of food for 
thought, and prompted the perennial 
question, ‘What is it that makes a 
book timeless?’ Perhaps the most 
resonant suggestion came during a 
later panel discussion–-they are those 
that reflect the cultural moment in 
which they were written while 
reflecting a universal condition that 
readers in any time can relate to. 
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Wouldn’t we all want to write one of those?
 I dived into Mazer’s book as soon as I got home–-a compelling story of a young woman who is only 
finally liberated to find her own way in the world after the death of her elder, abusive sister.  

Between Shades of Grey by Ruta Sepetys 
This first novel sold to over 40 countries and has been translated into 30 languages. I 

haven’t yet got my hands on the book, but Supetys’ emotional keynote was one of the most affecting moments of 
the conference.  Her book, ‘a testament to those who lost their lives during Stalin’s cleansing of the Baltic region’ 
is based on her own Lithuanian family’s experience.   

I Want My Hat Back by Jon Klassen
Lean and laid back, and wearing a baseball hat, this author conveyed all the irony, 

understated humour and sheer originality of his book in his demeanour on stage and in workshops. As a kid, he 
always loved books that he didn’t ‘get’, he told his audience.  “Go, Dog, Go? What the hell was that all about?” 
he asked. “Goodnight, Moon? That’s some serious heavy shit!” Klassen’s background in graphic art is evident in 
his illustrations. And his take on the world—oblique, curious and ironic—is a joy to explore. I loved this book 
before the conference. Now I need a copy of my own, as well as his upcoming This is Not My Hat.

Sarah Plain and Tall by Patricia MacLaughlan
Considered a classic (see note above re timeless books) this is a gem. Forget for a while the lovely movie 

made in 1995 with Glenn Close; immerse yourself instead  in this fine story about love and attachment in the 
pioneer days told in direct and straightforward language. MacLaughlan gives a great presentation–-as earthy, 
humorous and engaging as her books. 

The History of Manners (Originally published as The Civilizing Process: The history of manners) by 
Norbert Elias 

Historical novelist Karen Cushman (Catherine Called Birdy and the upcoming Will Sparrow’s Road, 
Nov 2012) gave a warm and engaging presentation, and her breakout sessions offered practical writing exercises 
and solid tools and information, all served up with self-deprecating humour. Cushman made a point of sharing one 
of her main research sources—The History of Manners, which covers the 14th to 18th centuries and conveys much 
about the cultural norms, expectations and behaviours of the time. (Long out of print but available in a number of 
editions on alibris.com.) Cushman’s other recommendation was the Facebook page ‘History Police’ which offers 
posts by historians trying to ensure authenticity and accuracy in historical writing.

This page: Bryan Collier
Previous page: Patricia McLaughlan
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Dave the Potter: Artist, Poet, Slave by Laban Carrick Hill, illustrated by Bryan Collier.
Perhaps the most charismatic presenter of the conference Bryan Collier spoke with such passion, humour 

and insight about his own journey as an artist and the strength of spirit demonstrated by the subject of this story. 
But what most affected me was Collier’s deep commitment to both visual and written literacy and his awareness 
of the influences from his own life on his craft and art. The echo of his voice lingered long after the conference 
was over.
          The effort of keeping up with the many wonderful books for young readers being published every year—
let alone the canon of wonderful work that has gone before—can be daunting. But conferences like this one, and 
others sponsored by the SCBWI, offer a wonderful chance to hear from writers and illustrators, and gain insight 
into the skills, commitment and energy they bring to their work and the world of children’s literature.           
         This is just a sampling of the books on my list and a very brief glimpse into the conference. Photos and 
reports of the 2012 LA event are posted at the website http://www.scbwi.org.
 
Lois Peterson is the author of seven books for readers ages 6 to 14. She recently learned that foreign rights to 
The Paper House (Orca Young Reader) have been sold to a Korean publisher. Sept. 1 sees the publication of 
Disconnect, her second hi-lo novel for middle school readers.  www.loispeterson.blog.com  

      ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Notes from the SCBWI New York Conference
by Kate Jaimet

The SCBWI winter conference was a fabulous shindig where I escaped from the depressing Ottawa winter, 
hobnobbed with other writers, and had a chance to wear a very chic “fascinator” at an upscale New York 
hotel. Need I say more? But now that the buzz has worn off, what did I learn from the conference?

Well, I learned that big American publishers are all salivating to discover the next blockbuster hit (big 
surprize); that vampire novels have run their course (thank God); but that publishers in the teen market are 
still looking for the next big Supernatural Being to spawn a runaway series (fallen angels are a popular bet, as 
are something called “selkies.”)

However, some publishers believe (hope?) that realism in teen fiction is set to make a comeback. Editor Tara 
Weikum at Harper Collins said that YA fiction is “in a very major state of flux,” and that although 
contemporary realistic fiction “has not done well in the past couple of years,” she believes it is coming back. 
Editor Kari Sutherland, also at Harper Collins, said she is looking for YA mystery and suspense novels. 
Krista Marino, an editor at Random House, said she’d like to see “something contemporary with a dark 
mystery.”

Also, everyone in the kids’ publishing industry is keen to acquire “middle grade” fiction (for ages 8-12) and 
several editors predicted an explosion in middle-grade fiction in the near future, as large publishers launch 
new imprints specific to that age group. Ken Wright, an agent at Writer’s House, said he is looking for “very 
young middle-grade fiction” and chapter books for grades 2-3.
       ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

http://www.scbwi.org
http://www.scbwi.org
http://www.loispeterson.blog.com
http://www.loispeterson.blog.com
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The Writing Life — by Kate Jaimet
1. The Great Canadian Writing Tip

At a recent literacy event, I bumped into Max Turner, author of the teen vampire novels Night Runner and 
End of Days. Max was looking particularly glassy-eyed, and I asked him why he seemed so exhausted. He 
replied that he had been up until 3 a.m. every night that week, working on his new novel.

“Wow,” I marvelled. “How do you manage to concentrate, so late at night?”

Max mumbled something that sounded like “coffee.”

“Coffee?” I asked, not sure whether I’d heard him correctly.

“No,” Max replied. “Hockey.”

It turned out that his team had a played a series of 11 o’clock games that week. By the time the games ended 
at midnight, Max was so buzzed on adrenaline that he stayed awake writing for another three hours.

So that’s the secret to becoming a great Canadian novelist!

2. Bartering for a Book Trailer

In anticipation of the launch of my new teen sports novel, Edge 
of Flight, I decided to try my hand at making a video trailer. 
Since the book involves rock-climbing, I knew I had to get some 
footage of climbers in action.

After pursuing several fruitless leads, I discovered that the 
Ottawa branch of the Alpine Club of Canada was planning a 
rock-climbing day-trip, led by a Polish-Canadian named Ryszard 
Tokarczyk.

I contacted Ryszard, explained the situation, and asked if he 
would be willing to take me and my video camera along. Without 
hesitation, Ryszard replied: “You are buying the beer afterwards?”

“Sure,” I said.

“It’s okay. You can come,” he said.

A couple of pitchers of Alexander Keith’s turned out to be a 
cheap price to pay for some great climbing footage. The book 
trailer can be viewed on my website at www.katejaimet.com.

http://www.katejaimet.com/
http://www.katejaimet.com/
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WESTERN TALE SPINNER
EVENT HORIZON
Ken Kilback

September 23 2012, Sunday. The 
Lethbridge Word on the Street is 
being held at the Main Library from 11:00 
am to 5:00 pm. Guest speakers include 
authors Janet Gurtler, Drew Hayden 
Taylor, Nick Johnson, Christy Jordan-
Fenton, Shane Peacock, Kit Pearson, 
Arthur Slade, and graphic novel author/
illustrator Scott Chantler. For more 
information, please go to 
www.thewordonthestreet.ca/wots/
lethbridge . 

September 23 2012, Sunday. The 
Saskatoon Word on the Street is being 
held at the Francis Morrison Library from 
11:00 am to 5:00 pm. Guest speakers 
include Adele Dueck, Alison Lohans, and 
Alison Uitti. For more information, please 
go to www.thewordonthestreet.ca/wots/
saskatoon . 

September 28-30 2012, Friday 
through Sunday. The Vancouver Word 
on the Street is being held at Library 
Square and the CBC Plaza. Guest speakers 
include illustrator Raphaelle Albert, and 
authors Caroline Adderson, Nicola I. 
Campbell, Hiromi Goto, Tanya Lloyd Kyi, 
Shar Levine, Sylvia Olsen, Kit Pearson, 
Lois Peterson, and John Wilson. For more 
information, please go to 
www.thewordonthestreet.ca/wots/
vancouver . 

October 19-21 2012, Friday through 
Sunday. SCBWI Canada East is 
holding its Fall Conference at the Albert 
at Bay Suites Hotel in Ottawa, Ontario. 
Guest speakers include agent Ammi-Joan 
Paquette, art director Maria Middleton, 
and authors Darcy Pattison and Alan 

Silberberg.  Crystal Kite winner Lena Coakley will also be 
presented with her award for the book, Witchlanders. For more 
information and/or to register, please go to www.scbwicanada.org/
east . 

October 19-21 2012, Friday through Sunday. The Surrey 
International Writers’ Conference is being held at the 
Sheraton Vancouver Guildford Hotel in Surrey, B.C. Guest 
speakers include authors Anjali Banerjee, Eileen Cook, kc dyer, 
Dennis Foon, Chris C.C. Humprheys, Sheri Radford, and Tanya 
Lloyd Kyi; agents Laura Bradford, Michael Carr, Sarah LaPolla, 
Carly Watters, Nephele Tempest, and Andy Ross; and editors 
Nancy M. Bell and Steve Geck. For more information and/or to 
register, please go to www.siwc.ca.

November 1-3 2012, Thursday through Saturday. The tenth 
Kaleidoscope Children’s Literature Conference is being 
held at the SAIT Polytechnic Main Campus in Calgary, Alberta. 
This conference is held every four years and celebrates literature 
created for children and young adults, and the interpretation of 
                                                ...continued next page…  
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this literature through media, performance and illustration. Guest speakers include authors Kathi 
Appelt, AVI, David Bouchard, Marie-Louise Gay, Megan McDonald, Richard Scrimger, and Clare 
Vanderpool. For more information and/or to register, please go to www.kaleidoscopeconference.ca . 

November 10 2012, Saturday. The Canadian Society of Children’s Authors, Illustrators 
and Performers is holding its annual Packaging Your Imagination conference at Victoria 
College, University of Toronto in Toronto, Ontario. Guest speakers include Tim Wynne-Jones, 
Richard Scrimger, Lena Coakley, Helaine Becker, Norma Charles, and Allan Stratton; illustrators 
Willow Dawson and Vladyana Krykorka; publisher/editor Sheila Barry; and agent Patricia Ocampo. 
For more information and/or to register, please go to www.canscaip.org .

March 25-28 2013, Monday through Thursday: The Bologna Children’s Book Fair. The 
Illustrators Exhibition provides an unique opportunity of presenting and promoting your own 
works to the most representative figures of the children’s publishing sector. See 
www.bolognachildrensbookfair.com . In addition, the publication of the selected works on the 
“Annual” catalogue distributed worldwide increases the visibility of all participating artists. Deadline 
for contest is October 1 2012. Go to www.bolognachildrensbookfair.com/en/mostraillustratori/
partecire . Finally, for artists under age 35, check out the Book Fair-SM Foundation International 
Award for Illustrators. Go to www.bolognachildrensbookfair.com/en/mostraillustratori/
premio_illustrazione . 

May 4-11 2013, Saturday through Saturday: The TD Canadian Children’s Book Week. 
This event celebrates children’s book and the importance of reading. Close to 35, 000 children, 
teens, and adults participate in activities held in every province and territory of Canada. SCBWI 
members Lois Peterson, Alma Fullerton and Lizann Flatt will be some of the authors and 
illustrators touring somewhere in Canada that week. For more information, go to 
www.bookweek.ca . 

Note: SCBWI Canada West distributes information about events, but passing along this information does not 
constitute an endorsement. Interested persons must fo&ow up on a& aspects of these events on their own. 
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